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The Project 

Running from April 2013- March 2015, our Strong 
Voices programme connected Portsmouth’s young 
people, families and schools with the city’s world-class 
arts, cultural and heritage facilities, including theatre, 
film and animation, craft and museums. 
 
Artswork worked in partnership with the National 
Museum of the Royal Navy (including HMS Victory) 
and other museums and arts organisations to open 
access for communities through school arts and 
cultural programmes and community-based road 
shows. 
 
Strong Voices was part of a two-year national 

programme, delivered by five Bridge organisations, 

that aimed to address the social, cultural and 

economic barriers that prevent young people from 

going to a museum or arts centre. 

The original project centered mainly on the young 

people and aimed to improve the ability of 

professionals across the sectors so that they might 

better support young people.  

The programme worked to increase the number of 

‘disadvantaged and vulnerable young people’ 

accessing arts and cultural facilities, achieving 

accredited outcomes (including Arts Award and Social 

Enterprise qualifications). It also aimed to increase 

engagement in part-time pre-employability schemes, 

including the Creative Apprenticeship programme.  

For those involved in the delivery of the projects 

themselves, the goal was to improve the skills, 

knowledge, understand and networking of adult 

professionals (including youth workers, arts and 

cultural practitioners and educators), leaving them 

better equipped to support young people more 

Strong Voices was part of a two-

year national programme that aimed 

to address the social, cultural and 

economic barriers that prevent 

young people from going to a 

museum or arts centre.  

  

Adrian Brooks, Arts Education Officer, Oxford University Museums 

 

”

The Key Education Centre participated in craft workshops to create woodland-inspired pieces. 

http://artswork.org.uk/
http://www.nmrn.org.uk/
http://derynrelph.co.uk/
http://www.miamai.co.uk/duffle-coat-project/
http://www.filskittheatre.com/
http://www.thekeyeducationcentre.co.uk/


effectively in future engagement work.  

Successes 

During the course of the Strong Voices programme, 

we trained: 

 41 Arts Award advisers at Discover/Bronze 
level 

 60 Arts Award advisers at Bronze/Silver level 

 7 Arts Award advisers at Gold level 
 

Through Artsplan course attendance: 

 Consulting with Young People: 2 

 Access all Areas – Disability and Youth Arts: 4 

 Behaviour Management and Youth Arts: 4 

 Youth Arts Project Management: 4 
 

Other CPD attendance: 

 Alternative Approaches to Evidencing Arts 
Award: 59 

 Workshop on the creation of e-books: 6 

 Funding seminar: 16 

 A National Theatre Warhorse Support 
Workshop 
 

Challenges 

 One of the main challenges we found 

throughout was that independent artists 

seemed to be much more ready to embrace 

the programme than the youth and community 

sector as a whole.  

 Cuts across the public sector also had a clear 

impact throughout the programme. 

 Artists found that adapting their workshops to 

collect evidence for Arts Award required some 

level of practice but they took this on board 

and succeeded in doing so as the programme 

progressed.  

Learning 

Evaluation from the artists who were involved in this 

work shows that the programme has already had a 

significant impact for each of them.  

Sense of achievement 

“I have really enjoyed working with the young people 

on this project. I think for any artist, the best part of a 

project like this is when the young involved take pride 

in their work and achievements. Seeing them talk 

The best part of a project like this is 

when the young people involved 

take pride in their work and 

achievements. This is why I do what 

I do, and what makes my work so 

rewarding. 

  

Ami Lowman, Artist 

 

”

Strong Voices/Communitas project: Stand up to Stigma (a mental health and wellbeing project) 

http://www.artswork.org.uk/events/?filter=artsplan-training


enthusiastically to others about their sketchbooks and 

showing off designs meant so much…they revelled in 

the compliments that were coming their way and you 

could see them actively becoming prouder of what had 

been achieved. This is why I do what I do, and what 

makes my work so rewarding.” (Ami Lowman, Artist) 

Improved skills for working with young people 

Artists reported that they had experienced the value of 

accreditations such as Arts Award adviser training in 

having other work proposals accepted.  

“As an independent artist, Strong Voices has played a 

huge part in my development. It’s given me the 

opportunity to engage and build relationships with 

schools and groups of young people in the area. It’s 

also challenged me to think of new ways to make my 

practice accessible for a variety of young people. 

Through Strong Voices, I am now able to deliver 

Explore and Discover Arts Award, which has expanded 

my practice and opened up opportunities for future 

projects. It’s also given [Filskit Theatre] the opportunity 

to meet other artists working in the area. It’s always 

good to meet other people in our industry and hear 

about their practice and experiences.” (Sarah Gee, 

Filskit Theatre) 

Improved networking and links with cultural 

organisations 

The networking opportunities provided by the project 

through training days, celebration events and so forth, 

have led to new projects being independently created, 

and to artists and organisations seeking to work 

together. Cultural organisations have approached 

artists to support lottery bids and to plan new work. 

Schools too have seen the benefit of having 

professional artists in residence. 

“Thank you for the opportunity you gave The Key in 

achieving Arts Award accreditations. Because it was 

such a success, we would like to continue work with 

you in the future. Would you be able to recommend 

any visual artists that are as talented with young 

people as Tim was? I will try to secure funding to 

deliver another residence with an artist and working 

towards Arts Award.” (J Drew, Art Teacher at The Key 

Education Centre) 

Impact on their own creative practice 

The benefits of this work were not solely in favour of 

the young people. Artists also reported how exciting it 

Young people worked with Upholsterer and Textile Designer, Deryn Relph, on an upcycling chair project as part of the programme. 

As an independent artist, Strong 

Voices has played a huge part in my 

development. It has given me the 

opportunity to engage with schools 

and young people in my area, and 

challenged me to think of new ways 

to make my artistic practice 

accessible for a wider variety of 

young people. 

  

Sarah Gee, Filskit Theatre 

 

”



was to work with fresh ideas and enthusiasm, and how 

this fed back to the work they were producing 

themselves.  

“Working with the young people on the Strong Voices 

Chair Upcycle project was incredibly rewarding, both in 

knowing that I have helped them develop new creative 

skills and from seeing them grow in confidence. The 

finished chairs were fantastic and I’m really proud that 

some of the youngsters have gone on to apply for and 

receive funding to set up a small business upcycling 

furniture, and that they all received their Bronze Arts 

Award. 

Perhaps more of a surprise for me however, was the 

effect working with these young people had on my own 

practice. Having been designing and making similar 

work for several years, I was in a bit of a creative rut. 

The enthusiasm and ‘try anything’ attitude of the young 

people reminded me that this was what was lacking in 

my own work. Often, commerciality restricts what I do, 

but I’m now working a bit more experimentally, 

focusing less on the outcome and more on the creative 

path itself! Moving forward, I am maintaining links with 

the group and their fledgling business in a voluntary 

capacity, as a sort of mentor. As a result of the project, 

I also feel much more connected with my local 

community. I hope to be lucky enough to be involved in 

similar projects in the future.”  

(Deryn Relph, Upholsterer and Textile Designer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Download further case studies, and resources here  

Working with the young people on 

the ‘chair upcycle project’ was 

incredibly rewarding; they 

developed new skills and grew in 

confidence. Not only this, but their 

enthusiasm and ‘try anything’ 

attitude reminded me of what was 

lacking in my own creative work. 

  

Deryn Relph, Upholsterer and Textile Designer 
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